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Chapter 1:  Four Days and a Broken Back 
 

On the last day of my brother’s life, I woke up late.  It was just another work day.  

I was up at 7:15 and showered and drinking coffee by 7:30.  I was out the door by 7:35.  I 

didn’t know. 

It was early March and by then, where I come from, there are signs that spring is 

on the way.  The sun is rising earlier.  The spot where the sun breaks the horizon is 

further south than it was a couple of weeks before.  Sometimes in early March there is 

even rain instead of snow, and the unpaved ground is often muddy, and sometimes there 

is a sunny day that is not crisp and cold, but warm.  All this evidence is circumstantial, 

though.  And all of it amounts to nothing.  March is winter, and it was on that March 5. 

The temperature outside Boston was 23 degrees when I left my front door and 

walked to my car.  I wore black dress pants, a blue and white striped Brooks Brothers 

dress shirt, a grey tweed sport jacket and a black cashmere overcoat.  The cloth seats in 

my boring sedan were cold and stiff.  The motor groaned for half a second before turning 

over, much like I had in bed.  Traffic bunched up in all the usual morning places:  Along 

the Mystic River where Route 16 joins Route 93, along the overpass next to the Leonard 

Zakim Bridge, where the highway dumps into the city.  The bridge itself was gleaming in 

the crisp morning air.  Steam from a nearby factory rose fast through its cables and 

seagulls perched along the tops of its spire lingered to admire the fine view of the blue 

harbor. 
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I arrived at the office before the heat had time to warm the building, and I kept my 

overcoat on, drinking coffee as I answered e-mail for the first hour of my work day.  I 

spoke to no one, as usual, and no one called me.  I deleted most of my e-mail, as usual. 

All of these things were typical and comfortable, and I vaguely remember them.   

I remember the rest of my work day as fine and forgettable.   My brother was not dead 

yet.  He was not yet sequestered on a stainless-steel slab in the Los Angeles County 

coroner’s office.   I don’t remember my drive home at all, but it must have taken as long 

as usual, as it was only a Wednesday.  There was no holiday approaching.  In three days 

Daylight Savings Time would kick in.  That would be another sign of spring, but that was 

not that day, nor would it have an impact on traffic. 

I don’t remember what I had for dinner, but I know I cooked it myself and ate it 

alone.  I don’t remember what I watched on television afterwards, but I am fairly certain 

that I watched television afterwards.  I know I didn’t go out and I know that no one came 

over.  I know that I was not particularly happy or sad and that my calendar for the 

weekend was likely pretty open. 

I remember stepping out onto the balcony of my apartment just before going to 

bed.  I remember that I had to have a jacket on, because it was early March in New 

England, and that is still winter.  I remember sitting on one of the two folding lounge 

chairs I kept on the balcony and placing a drinking glass filled with three fingers of good 

whiskey on the small, glass-topped table that I had placed between the two chairs, several 

years before.  I remember sipping the whisky and smoking a cigarette while staring at 

nothing, mostly just scanning the parking lot and the apartment windows across the 

courtyard for anything to look at.  I don’t remember if I found anything interesting to 
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look at.  I remember smoking a cigarette while sipping my drink, flicking ashes towards 

the wrought iron railing.  I eventually snuffed out the cigarette butt in a California Paint 

can filled with sand and older cigarette butts that I kept on the balcony floor, to the right 

of the lounge chair, which was the lounge chair to the right of the table, as I gazed out 

over the patches of worn out snow along the edges of the building, by the brown, dormant 

shrubs, across the parking lot and courtyard.   

 I remember perhaps finishing the whiskey, perhaps not, and going back inside.  I 

remember taking off the old leather bomber jacket that I was wearing and hanging it over 

the kitchen chair nearest the door.   

 I do not specifically remember but I am fairly certain that I then brushed my teeth 

and went to bed.  I likely read for a few minutes and likely turned out the light just after 

11.  These last details I do not specifically remember, but I wish I did, because my 

brother was dying in Los Angeles at just about the same time. 

 

My name is Michael Milano and I was a good guy in a bad part of my life.  I had 

a job pushing paper that I didn’t really like, but I was fifteen years in and it was fine 

enough.  We had this deal, my employer and I, that if I showed up every day and made a 

good effort, then they would keep on paying me.  It wasn’t much more than that.  It was 

uninspiring, but workable.  And we were all pleasant with each other.  And I liked my 

window looking out over Newbury Street.   I had a point-A-to-point-B car, and older 

Camry, and I didn’t mind if it got dented or dirty or damaged from all the salt on the 

roads.  I had an ex-wife, who I still have, and a father I still don’t talk with.  I had nothing 

much to get excited about; sometimes sports, sometimes a vacation, but there had been 
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none of that since Gail left.  And that was fine.  I played on a softball league in the 

summer and a fantasy football league at work.  I had a cookie cutter apartment in a small 

complex just outside the reach of the Boston subway system.  There was a bar I 

sometimes met friends at but that was a rare weekend thing.  I had no interest yet in 

dating.  I ran errands.  Things went on, but nothing happened.  When I was home I tried 

to keep the TV off and my phone in my pocket, but I usually didn’t.  I liked to read 

books, but there wasn’t much about my own life that someone else would want to read 

about.   

Until there was.   

I say that nothing happened but some things did happen.  Little things happened 

and I guess they piled up.  I guess they led to bigger things, like the end of my marriage 

six months earlier, like so many straws breaking down a camel’s back.  Death also 

happened, like a tree branch breaking the camel’s back, and all these little straws and big 

sticks conspired to break me, or at least to break me out of whatever rut I was in.  They 

made me different.  They made things happen again. 

 

The telephone call that changed it all for me came the next night, after a day that 

was just like the day before.  It went something like this:   

“Hello.  Who’s this?”  I had answered, sharply, after the phone rang and the caller 

ID displayed unknown caller. 

“May I speak with Michael Milano?” 

“Who’s this?” 

“Is this Michael Milano?” 
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I hung up, laid the phone down and looked away from what was certainly another 

goddamn cold call.  Seconds later, the phone rang again, again from an unknown caller. 

“Michael Milano.  This is Detective Travis Carl of the Los Angeles Police 

Department.  May I have a minute of your time?” 

“Detective who?” 

“Detective Travis Carl of the LAPD.  Los Angeles.  California.  Are you Michael 

Milano?” 

“I am.” 

“Mr. Milano, is Jeffrey Milano your brother?  Does he live in Los Angeles, 

California?” 

“He is.  He does.  What’s the matter with Jeff?” 

“Mr. Milano, this is bad news and I apologize for informing you over the 

telephone.  Are you sitting down?  Are you in a place where I can answer any questions 

you might have?” 

In point of fact I was.  It was about 10:00 in the evening on a Thursday night.  

Sitting was the only thing on my agenda. 

 “What’s the matter with Jeff?” I repeated. 

“Mr. Milano, your brother, Jeffrey Milano …I’m sorry it took so long for us to 

contact you.   We were relying on his cell phone contacts, and you were listed under 

Cookie, which kind of threw us off.”   

“Cookie?  When we were kids Jeff called me Milk Chocolate Milano.  Later he 

just called me Cookie.  It caught on too.  I haven’t heard that in years.”  I remember not 

being sure why I said that. 
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“What’s the matter with Jeff?”  I repeated. 

“I’m afraid he passed away last night. Killed.  He was murdered outside a 

boarding house called The Camelot.” 

 

We learn either something or nothing about a person from what they do right after 

they receive terrible news.  I’m not sure I learned anything about myself, though.  I hung 

up the phone and paced around the apartment for a long while.  The apartment, a two-

bedroom place that my wife had moved out of the previous October, had felt bigger 

without her, but suddenly felt small.  My mind was racing.  I tried to think of who I 

should be calling and what I should be doing, but I came up empty.  I felt like I was 

missing something, that there was something obvious I should be doing but I couldn’t 

remember what it was.    Jeff was my only brother, my only family, really, and though we 

hadn’t spoken in over a year, I could suddenly feel his loss.  I started to go outside but I 

didn’t.  It was really cold out there.  I called Gail but hung up.  It was late.  I smoked a 

cigarette in the living room, something I had never done and wouldn’t even imagine 

doing if Gail still lived there. 

I reviewed what I knew.  Nothing, really.  A call from some cop in Los Angeles.  

Was he even a cop?  Was it all a joke?  I called Jeff’s cell phone but it went straight to 

voicemail.  I thought about his girlfriend but I didn’t have her number. 

I sat down and reflected on how disconnected I was, how alone I was, how alone 

anyone is without family, without a home town, without close friends – which I suddenly 

realized I didn’t have. 

I called Gail like a last resort.  But she didn’t answer. 
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I finally did go outside.  It was cold.  It was windy.  There were a few high clouds 

and a few stars straining through the wind blowing across the sky.  I walked on blacktop 

sidewalks around the perimeter of the complex.  There were few cars on the two-lane 

roads and the only sounds were from the winds rushing through the leaves on the trees 

and the tall grasses near the creek that ran along the other side of the road.  I put my 

collar up and found myself walking faster than I wanted, so I slowed down, looked 

around, tried to use my senses.  I tried to be all there, right then, to see if that would help 

me make sense of what I had just found out, that Jeff was gone, that I hardly knew him 

anymore, and that I was now alone. 

 I passed through an area behind the complex that was sheltered by large maple 

trees, larger homes, and ancient hayfields behind. Gail had once joyously tortured me 

there by making me cross country ski across.   The wind was more of a breeze there and 

it was warmer.  The smells of the water and grasses drifted along it and took me suddenly 

and randomly back to summer days of long ago, a couple of lives ago, growing up with 

my mom and Jeff in rural New England.  It took me back to a particular day, actually, to 

a tall grass field next to the old water tower.  The tower separated the old apple orchard 

from the land the family that owned the orchard, the Walkers, sold to build the 

subdivision we grew up in.  It took me back to that field on an autumn day in the vivid 

and unemployed way that a day can begin with a daydream. 

I remembered Jeff and me lying in the field for hours, me a year or two into high 

school and Jeff a year or two into middle school.  We often watched the clouds perform 

shape shifting tricks on the long summer vacation days of our childhood, calling out the 

shapes like an ink blot test.  America was staggering through the 80’s then, while my 
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town was still reeling around in the 50’s.   There was something about the sights and 

sounds and smell of those grasses and that tired, damp earth on the road behind my 

crappy apartment that took me back, for whatever reason, to one particular day, fifteen 

years old, when the Walker’s daughter Diana stumbled over us in the tall grass, a white 

bowl of still green apples in her hands.  She was 14.  She had red hair, long, thin and 

wavy.  She was tall and awkward, wore braces, and was not very popular in school.  Jeff 

and I, new arrivals in this town, saw her as a townie, a farm girl, and we sometimes 

teased her.  We rarely made friends with any of the townies.  On that particular day she 

wore a burnt orange sweater, kind of loose, and faded jeans.  I can’t remember if she was 

wearing shoes, though it was a cool autumn day and she must have been, but in my mind 

she was barefoot. 

She tripped over both of us as we lay hidden in the grass, but didn’t fall.  She 

stopped short and jerked a few steps backwards like we were rattlesnakes.  Jeff said, 

“You should watch where you’re going,” joking, but I don’t think she took it that way.  I 

had been daydreaming about baseball or cloud formations or something and so was also 

startled.  I sat up fast, like a snake striking, and I saw the bowl tip and a few apples 

tumble and disappear into the grass.   

She gathered herself and her apples and mumbled, “I’m sorry,” before putting her 

head down and walking passed.  And, in that split second, with all of my coiled up 

fifteen-year-old hormones released, I fell in love with her.  As she sped away I noticed 

that she left an apple or two behind, which I could have picked up for her but didn’t think 

fast enough.  Jeff saw it instantly and teased me about it.  He wasn’t into girls yet but he 
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knew I was and he knew I was awkward and terrible about it.  He sang out, “Michael and 

Diana sitting in a tree, k-i-s-s-i-n-g…”  And I turned red and did nothing, then or later.   

It would not be the last time that I would fall in love on a look, in fact it became 

my thing for a while, and it would not be the last time that I would say nothing and let the 

object of my sudden affection walk away – that also would become my thing.  I 

rationalized my silence on that day by figuring that she would think I was teasing her, 

like Jeff surely was, but I lashed myself with regret nonetheless.  Later, when we passed 

in the gleaming halls of our brand-new high school, I smiled at her, even when I was with 

my friends, and sometimes she smiled back.  I never teased her again.  I also never spoke 

to her.  Eventually she started wearing round, wire-rimmed glasses and became kind of 

tomboy pretty.  She hung with a small circle of other townies.  She never seemed to me to 

be very happy, and I certainly wasn’t either.  That was my imagined bond with her.  That 

was the communion in the smiles we shared.  Years later, her father’s land sold up and 

transformed into cheap split-level houses on roads named after Ivy League colleges, I 

heard she moved to Florida with her family.  The old farmhouse, about a half-mile from 

the water tower, still stands. I’ve been there twice in the last twenty years, both times on 

summer days, never with Jeff. 

Back at the apartment, my hands and face numb from the cold, I made a “To Do” 

list. 

 

My brother Jeff Milano was murdered on a Wednesday night in early March in 

Los Angeles, California.  It was a warm night for that time of year.  The weather that day 

had been perfect.  There had been rain the previous week and the hillsides were green.  
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Jeff and his girlfriend had left their apartment at around noon that day.  He told her he 

had some work to do.  She didn’t ask what.  He texted her at 6:00 that night.  He wrote 

that he would be home around 8:00.  And that was that. 

 Jeff’s body was discovered by a hipster couple walking a terrier mix on Sunset 

Boulevard in the Echo Park section of Los Angeles.  He was lying face down, head 

towards the street.  His feet lay just outside the glass and steel door that was the front 

entrance of the Camelot Hotel, a residential boarding house, as if he had just exited the 

building.  As if he had just checked out.  His head lay over the landing, lolling to the side 

and over the first stair.  There was blood dripping down from his head, from a large 

wound on top of his head that had matted his hair.  Blood had dripped down from his 

head onto the first stair, puddled there, and then dripped down to the second stair, where 

it puddled again and then congealed.   

 There was also blood coming out from under his torso, though not that much.  It 

formed a small pool circling out from his left side, damned up at his left arm, bent at the 

elbow and dropped towards his side, backwards, like a scarecrow. 

 The stairs to the Camelot were painted dark green, as was the landing and the 

entire front of the four-story stucco building.  The building was box-shaped, with an array 

of small windows across the front and sides of the building.  It resembled a block of 

moldy Swiss cheese.  There was a white and green canvas awning above the entrance.  It 

was attached to the front façade of the building above the front door, and anchored on a 

black wrought iron railing that bracketed the entrance and came down the stairs to the 

sidewalk.   
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 Jeff’s right arm was through that railing and hung over the edge, like he had 

grabbed for the railing, missed it, and had fallen face first to the concrete stairs, where he 

died. 

 There are six stairs leading from the street to the front door of the Camelot.  The 

landing is about 15 from the sidewalk.  Jeff would have been lying, maybe still dying, at 

about eye-level for Justin and Caroline, the first names of the two Chicago transplants, 

both musicians and artists, who saw him and called 911. 

 It was interesting to me, but not to anyone else, that Justin and Caroline didn’t 

check to see if he was still breathing.  I like to think now that I would do that.  I like to 

think that I would stop my car if I saw someone hurt on the street, that I would try to stop 

someone’s bleeding, or that I would kneel beside someone hurt and hold a hand or offer 

some reassuring words.  Justin and Caroline, who I will never meet, simply called 911 

and waited nearby for the police to arrive.  I guess that’s fine.   

 They made the call to 911 at 8:03 pm on March 5, 2014.  The police arrived at 

8:11 pm and Jeff was pronounced dead at the scene by Officer B. Ramirez, who was one 

of the first to arrive.  The coroner made the official pronouncement a few hours later, also 

at the scene.  Jeff’s body was not removed from the scene for another six hours.   

 Detective Travis Carl had been working late at his downtown office when the call 

came in.  He was on scene by 9:15pm and assumed the role of lead detective on the case.  

He made sure that an adequate crime scene and perimeter were set up, and he asked 

patrol officers on the scene to fan out and search for anything that seemed related, 

whether it was physical evidence or witnesses.  He closed off all entrances to the 

Camelot, interviewing anyone attempting to come in our out.  A short time later two 
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other detectives arrived and Detective Carl asked one to begin interviewing the hotel 

residents and anyone else that the patrol officers had identified as potential witnesses.  

These interviews took place in the building lobby, where there were five chairs and a 

small coffee table.  Patrol officers began knocking on doors, moving from the first floor 

up to the fifth, bringing residents down one by one to be interviewed.  The Camelot had 

42 rooms. 

 Detective Carl asked the other detective to work with the patrol officers who were 

looking for physical evidence.  This detective oversaw the gathering of evidence, 

including the more than 50 photographs that were taken, not including photographs taken 

of Jeff’s body.  This detective also over saw the specialized forensics team that was on 

site by 10:00 pm.  They did most of this work.   

 A third detective arrived a little after 11pm and Detective Carl had him join the 

first detective in interviewing and clearing witnesses and hotel residents.  The hotel’s 

manager, who was also a resident but not in the hotel at the time of the murder, assisted 

in knocking on doors, and in supplying resident names and other information. 

 This entire process took almost six hours.  Detective Carl stayed by Jeff’s body 

and coordinated all of this activity, gathering new information as it was discovered, and 

dispatching his team out as new information came in.   

 After 2:00 am the forensic team finally ok’d moving Jeff’s body to a van, and 

then to the Medical Examiner’s office, where an autopsy was conducted the next day.  

Before going home for the evening, well after 3am, Detective Carl knew that Jeff had 

been stabbed in the heart and hit on the head with some kind of weapon.  He knew that no 

one admitted to seeing or hearing anything, and that he had been at the hotel to visit a 
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resident named Kenny Smalls, who lived on the fourth floor, but that he never got there.  

He thought it might have been an aborted robbery.  Jeff’s wallet was still in his pocket.   

Detective Carl didn’t share with me until later that he thought there was a drug or 

a gang connection to Jeff’s murder. 

 His reasoning was pretty straightforward:  Jeff was a white guy in an all Latino 

boarding house, after dark.  Sure he was there to visit a friend, a guy named Kenny 

Smalls, but Carl’s detectives reported from their interview with Smalls that he was pretty 

sketchy himself, that his reason for living in the boarding house wasn’t that clear, and 

that there were other residents who definitely had ties to gangs and drug distribution.  

Carl also saw that the building was graffiti tagged. 

 Detective Carl didn’t share this suspicion with me during our first couple of 

conversations because he didn’t want me to think, without any real evidence, that Jeff had 

been up to no good when he died.  He also didn’t share it with anyone else because, for 

him, the implications of a white guy murdered in a Mexican boarding house over a drug 

connection had big implications.  Carl suspected that the case could be a gang-related 

case, or a major distribution case, and those kinds of cases were almost always taken over 

and handled by the level III homicide case squad, called Robbery Homicide.  These 

detectives outranked Carl, who was a Level II detective and, like all Level II detectives, 

he knew that closely working and closely guarding cases that could have major 

implications was important to his career.  A major gang or drug case, successfully kept 

from a Detective III takeover, and successfully investigated, could help his own case for 

joining the Robbery Homicide team.  In addition, as Detective Carl later told me, “No 

one likes those assholes anyway.” 
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 I woke up the morning after Detective Carl’s phone call, Friday, and called in sick 

to work.  I think I subconsciously knew that I might not be going back.  I think I knew 

that I was the camel’s back.  I felt like I had slept very little, but I wasn’t sure if I hadn’t 

slept or if I just felt that way.  My head hurt and my back hurt.  I went to a coffee shop.  I 

bought a paper but soon took out the small notebook I had written in the night before.   

 The list looked incoherent.  I had drawn a little star at the top and written “Go to 

Los Angeles.”   I made a note to take a thousand dollars in cash out of the bank, and to 

transfer the money in my savings account, about thirty thousand dollars, to my checking 

account.  I made a note to pack and a note to empty all of the perishable items from my 

refrigerator.  Sitting in the coffee shop I double checked that all my contacts and all my 

passwords were still there on my phone. 

 The notebook page looked sparse and random but it seemed to make sense to me.  

I went to the bank and got the money and went home and threw out my trash and packed 

a bag.  Later I unpacked my bag and through everything in my backpack, which I rarely 

used, and stuffed my sleeping bag and my hiking boots into the bottom section.  I also 

had my camp stove in there and my cooking pot.  I was ready for anything.  I got online 

and bought a one-way airplane ticket for the next morning, and I reserved a rental car, a 

pick-up truck from a U-Haul place with a great price.  I booked a room at the LAX 

Marriott. 

By midmorning I was back out on my balcony sipping whiskey and smoking a 

cigarette in the cold, sunny air.  I called Detective Carl and he gave me all of the details 

that he had then.  I knew what Detective Carl had told me, but I didn’t really know 
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anything else.  I didn’t know what I wanted to know.  I knew that Jeff had been killed.  I 

knew he had been stabbed in the heart and bashed on the head just outside a place called 

the Camelot.   In terms of the facts of the murder itself, that’s all I really needed to know.  

I can say that I wanted to know why he was outside The Camelot, but only as it related to 

what he was doing with his life on that night, his final night.  In the day since Detective 

Carl first called my balcony in Boston to tell me, I had done some thinking.  What I 

thought about was not Jeff’s death, but his life.  I didn’t care too much about who killed 

him, but I cared a lot about why they killed him.  Was he doing anything at all that 

mattered – to himself, to Toni, to me or his mother?  Was he a good guy?  Was he an 

asshole?  When he walked into a room did he make people happy?  Did he make them 

scared?  And what scared him?  Was he scared when he died?  Did he have time for that?  

What mattered to me about the facts of his death were what they meant for the facts of 

Jeff’s life.  To me that was the only mystery about his murder.   

I would be leaving in the morning for Los Angeles to meet the detectives and find 

out what they knew about who killed him.  But these facts weren’t anything that I really 

cared about. 

The fact was that I was going to reclaim his broken body, but something had also 

broken in me, and from us.  The facts that I wanted to learn about were the facts of his 

broken life, which was broken off from me. 

 

After another Twilight Zone kind of night, I took a taxi to the airport and was on a 

6:00am flight to Los Angeles.  I slept a lot of the flight and got off the plane a little 

disoriented, a little annoyed at myself, and a little excited.  I followed the crowds off the 
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plane and through the terminal and out to baggage claim, where I got my backpack and 

caught a shuttle to the Marriott, about a mile away.  Out on the curb waiting for the 

shuttle I basked in the warm air and clear sky and I thought how Jeff must have loved this 

weather.  He was always complaining about the winter growing up.  It was just past noon 

and I got to my room and lay on the bed.  I watched TV.  I played solitaire on my phone.  

I wished I had brought my laptop. 

I looked around the room, drapes closed and air conditioner blasting away, and I 

thought, now what?  I was three thousand miles from home with a phone and single bag, 

and suddenly without a clue about what I should do next.  After an hour or so I turned off 

the TV and tried to focus.   

I thought of Jeff’s girlfriend.  She was Jeff’s only friend and only family that I 

knew of, and after a couple of hours of paralyzed inaction and growing depression, the 

idea of flying all this way to claim Jeff’s body, along with some part of his life, seemed 

suddenly daunting and absurd.  For starters, I wasn’t even sure if I was the person who 

should be claiming his body.  Did he have people closer to him?  Would there need to be 

a funeral in Los Angeles? 

When I hastily left Boston after Detective Carl’s call I hadn’t thought of any of 

these questions.  I should have, but I hadn’t.  I just flew out there, his older brother, like it 

was the call that the big rut in my life had been waiting for.  But then I was suddenly in a 

cold and dark hotel room, and I was suddenly looking up as if from the bottom of a well.  

I was alone.  All alone.  And I didn’t know what to do. 

And then Detective Carl called.  My vibrating cell phone was like the earthquake 

I sort of feared and expected.  I spoke with him for a while, got a few more details like 
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the address of the coroner where his body was, where his autopsy had already been done.  

I told him I was in Los Angeles and made an appointment to see him on Monday.  It was 

Saturday, and so I asked him about Jeff’s girlfriend.  Could he give me her number?  He 

did, though he told me she hadn’t answered her phone since the morning after Jeff was 

killed.  He didn’t think that she was at the apartment she shared with Jeff, an address that 

I had in my cell phone.  He said that she had gone to stay with her brother, in some little 

town out in the desert, and that she was probably still there.  He told me to take care of 

myself and to call him any time.  He said he was working hard and that Jeff’s killer 

would be caught, if he had anything to do with it, which he assured me he did. 

I hung up and felt better.  Energized.  I caught a cab to the U-Haul place and 

picked up the pick-up, which was ridiculous and loudly painted and didn’t go very fast, 

but which I thought was perfect.  The idea of driving around in a lousy, generic rental 

that was just like the lousy, generic car I owned, conducting the grim business I had come 

to conduct, depressed me.  This felt more real, more alive.  Unlike Jeff and unlike me. 

I drove the truck around for a little while but started to feel lost in the lights and 

noise and strangeness of LA on a Saturday night.  There were a lot of lights compared to 

my sleepy suburbs, and a lot less trees.  There were tall, thin palm trees but no leafy trees 

that weren’t part of some landscaping project for a business.  The streets were amazingly 

wide and aggressively straight.  Intersections required focus and after I decided to turn 

around it took a few blocks for me to figure out how, and a few more to maneuver myself 

to a left lane for a U-turn.  There were so many more cars out on the road than I expected, 

even once I got a few miles from the airport.  There was fast food everywhere, large 

chains and individual taco and chicken and burger places that seemed shabbier but that 
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usually had people standing up or sitting at tables outside near the sidewalk.   The food 

places that had the largest crowds were just large grills that it looked like people just set 

up on the sidewalk.  Everyone in these crowds looked Spanish, and I realized I was 

suddenly hungry and I really wanted to stop at one.  I could almost taste the food.  But I 

didn’t stop.  Cautious by nature, I didn’t have the lay of the land yet.  I didn’t know the 

rules of engagement.  I though how Jeff would have pulled up and jumped out and 

bought himself a few tacos without even thinking about it.  I got some fast food from one 

of the big chains and returned to the hotel.  I watched baseball on the TV.  Later I sent an 

e-mail to my boss and told him that my brother had died and that I had gone to Los 

Angeles, where he had lived and where he died.  I sent virtually the same e-mail to Gail.  

I sent another to my friend Diego.  I lay back on the bed and felt untethered.  I dreamed 

of my mother. 
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Chapter 2:  Spain 

Her name was Toni and she was my dead brother’s girlfriend.  I tried to find her 

at her brother’s house, a small trailer amidst a huddle of trailers behind the gas station-

diner-post office complex that was the town of Cottonwood, CA.  I got the address from 

Detective Carl.  I called her a few times before heading out the next morning but didn’t 

get an answer.  I didn’t leave a voicemail the first couple of times I called, but then I left 

a long and rambling voicemail about how I heard that she might be staying with her 

brother and that I was going to drive out there to see her.  Like flying to Los Angeles 

itself, I also wasn’t sure what else I had in mind once I got there.  I was flying by the seat 

of my pants. 

I knew from Detective Carl that I should have been going to the coroner to ID 

Jeff’s body, but I didn’t go.  It was Sunday and I knew I could go.  But I didn’t want to 

go.  I decided to wait until I met with Detective Carl, which I would do on Monday.  I 

had woken up disoriented again in the dark hotel room and I had turned on the TV and 

was watching old movies broken up by commercials suggesting that if I or a loved one 

had suffered or died from something called Mesothelioma that I should call an attorney.  I 

decided I had to call someone, so I called Toni.  When after a couple of hours I still 

hadn’t spoken to anyone, I decided to drive out to the rather abstract address that 

Detective Carl gave me.   

I had never been to a desert before and so I stopped at a market that seemed busy 

for a Sunday morning and bought supplies, like I would be there for days, in case I got 

stranded out there. I loaded them into the space between the seat and the back of the truck 
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cab and headed north, then north east, all under the firm but gentle guidance of the 

Google map lady. 

When I found the town and the trailer about three hours later, the desert fast and 

furious around me, I wasn’t sure that I was in the right place – or even a place – and so I 

drove passed and turned around and went back to the diner and stalled again.  I drank 

coffee in the diner.  Afterwards I drove back and parked in front of the trailer and 

knocked on a battered screen door.  The trailer was white, dented and coming apart, with 

blue trim bleached to gray.   

When I knocked on the aluminum door frame a young man’s voice from close by 

said, Yo!” 

I could tell that it meant that I should walk in, but it didn’t feel right.  I said, 

“Sorry to bother you.  I’m looking for Toni.” 

“Tony?  There ain’t no Tony here, bro.  Who the fuck are you?” 

The still disembodied voice had a Mexican accent and it hadn’t moved far from 

wherever it came from.  It didn’t sound too friendly, but it didn’t sound unfriendly either.  

It sounded like some white guy was at the door, probably selling something, probably by 

mistake. 

I said, “I’m looking for Toni.  This is the address I have for her.  Are you her 

bother?”  I was still talking through the screen door, and though whoever I was talking to 

was only about ten feet away, I said this a little louder, a little more formally, as the thin 

layer of plywood and aluminum that separated us was a formal one.  An important one.  

Inside was his space.  Outside was the rest of the world.  I was the rest of the world, 

threatening to invade his space.   
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“Bro,” he said, “You are looking for Antonietta.  Are you the cops or something?” 

I said, “I’m sorry again to bother you.  I’m not the cops.  Her boyfriend was 

named Jeff and Jeff was my brother.” 

Immediately I heard a rustling, like someone getting up from a couch or bed.  A 

second later the doorway was filled by a large guy dressed in a white t-shirt and greasy 

blue jeans.  He opened the door and sized me up without the screen, but without moving 

aside to let me in either.  I moved backwards down the two cinder block stairs to the 

gravelly ground to get out of the way of the door.   

He repeated, a bit more incredulously, “Who the fuck are you?” 

I’m Michael,” I said.  “Jeff was my brother.” 

He ran his hand through his black hair.  He had a round face and dark eyes that 

were softer than his voice.    He said, “Man,” and shook his head, either in disbelief or 

annoyance. 

After a few awkward expressions of sympathy, he told me that Toni had just left, 

that I missed her, that she went out to the freeway to hitch a ride to Barstow and take a 

bus back home.  I clarified that home was the place that she had lived in with Jeff.  He 

said, “Call her man.  She just left,” and when I couldn’t find her number on my phone 

because I was too nervous to work it, he gave it to me.  I called her, but again I got no 

answer and so I asked her brother, who I knew now as “Danny,” if he would call her. 

He did, and she answered right away, and he talked with her in Spanish for a bit 

and then handed me the phone. 

I said, “Toni?” 

She said nothing for a second, and then said only, “Yeah.” 
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“I’m here with your brother.” 

“I know that.” 

“I’m staying in Los Angeles.  I wanted to see you about Jeff.  Can I see you?” 

Again there was a pause.  She said, “Yeah.  Sure.  What do you want from me?” 

I said, “Nothing really.”  Another pause. 

I said, “You knew him best.”  

I said, “I was hoping you could to me about him.” 

Again she paused and said, “Sure.”  She said, “I’m out by the diner.”  And then 

she hung up. 

I handed the phone back to Danny and again he ran his hands through his hair.  

He went back to the doorway of his trailer and said, “Keep an eye on her for me.”   

I said, “Yeah.  I will.”  And he watched me as I got into the truck and drove away.   

As I drove over the dirt road to the paved access road and then back around the 

other way towards the diner, I wondered what she would be like. 

I had only met her once, more than a year before, when Jeff brought her back with 

him to Boston to see our mother, just hours before she died.  We were in Massachusetts 

General Hospital, the only hospital our mother would allow herself to be taken to.  She 

was transferred there by the so-called convalescent home we put her in when my wife 

and I couldn’t take care of her any more.  She’d steadily worsened there until the pain got 

so bad that they put her on a morphine drip.  Then she mostly slept.  My wife or I came 

more often then, mostly every day.  We watched her sleep.  She faded away quickly then.  

Her skin got yellow, her smell sour.  Her smile was thin and her eyes didn’t really fix on 

you anymore.  She seemed vaguely distracted, preoccupied, like I’m sure she was, with 
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pain, and with dying.   One of my last memories of her being all there was a Saturday 

afternoon a month or so before she died.  I was reading a book in a chair by the side of 

her bed and Gail was sitting in a chair by the foot of the bed doing something on her 

phone.  She had been out of it for a couple of days, but she suddenly woke up, sat up, 

looked down at her IV and then up at the bag of morphine attached and said, “Oh, this 

isn’t good.”  I assured her that it was fine, a lie she certainly saw through, then just as 

suddenly she looked tired and lay back down and went back to sleep. 

Gail and I were barely talking then.  After the nursing home, which she had 

insisted upon and which she was right about, we settled in to separate routines of 

working, visiting the home, making separate dinners, and sleeping in various rooms.  

When we did talk, we talked about errands, or bills, or how my mom looked that day, or 

what a nurse or doctor said, or who called.  We were grieving, angry, numb, and we were 

both a little bit shocked to learn that we didn’t really have each other to lean on.  I think 

we thought of ourselves as people who would come together and be stronger in times of 

crisis.  But we didn’t, and we weren’t.  Instead we helplessly watched as my mother, 

closer really to Gail than me, fight the cancer, lose, give up, and fade to black.  And we 

were paralyzed by it, shamed by it, and also beaten by it.  I spent a lot of time alone, 

watching TV, sleeping in front of the TV, the TV watching me.  Gail spent a lot of extra 

time at work, or running errands that didn’t seem like they needed running, or talking on 

the phone with her own family, who were all in New Jersey, near Philadelphia, and who 

weren’t very big on visiting New England.  Gail had transferred the closeness she had 

with her mother and brothers to my mother.  Before she was ever sick the two of them 

talked every few days, and often had lunch together. 
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When the cancer caused her lungs to stop working forever, they rushed her to the 

hospital, put her on the machine and told us to expect the worst. It was December, two 

weeks before Christmas.  Gail and I went home to our house with our undecorated 

Christmas tree, and talked about the breathing machine.  Turn it off or keep it on.  We 

fought.  She wanted it turned off.  I wanted it on, at least until Jeff could fly out and say 

goodbye.  Jeff lived in California.  Jeff had not been out to visit since the cancer started, 

fourteen months earlier.  Jeff had only seen Gail a handful of times and they’d never 

warmed up to each other.  Gail figured that Jeff didn’t deserve the chance, not at my 

mother’s expense.  She was probably right.   

I disagreed.   

I won. 

She went to bed and I called Jeff, late at night even on the West, and told him.  

He’d been waiting for the call.  Not that night, but for weeks.  I knew this, and I also 

knew without having to ask and without his having to explain, why he hadn’t been there.  

Such is the shared knowledge of family, of blood, the mystery that I couldn’t waste my 

time trying to explain, not to Gail, not then anyway.  My mom knew this too.  “That’s 

Jeff,” she’d said when she could still talk, forgiving him.  Gail had not been as forgiving, 

badmouthing him frequently as my mom went downhill, then back up for a time, and 

finally down forever.  She didn’t think I should have been forgiving either.  I was, 

though.  Maybe I shouldn’t have been.   

She also didn’t think he’d come at the end, though I knew he would, which he 

did, four days later.  That night, the night the doctors said my mother was as good as dead 

and I should turn off the machine, I hung up the phone with Jeff and paced the dark house 
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for hours.  Gail was sleeping.  Near dawn I watched a rerun of some old cop show on TV 

and cried, stupidly, at the sadness of it all.   

I picked Jeff up at Logan Airport on a cold December morning, steam in the air, 

the city’s smells and sounds hanging low to the ground.  The sky above as we drove 

along the highway ramp was a frigid royal blue.  Before the road dipped down into the 

tunnel you could see the harbor, frozen it seemed but for white caps, and the dingy city 

gleaming in the icy sun. Toni was with him, the first I’d heard of her, though they’d lived 

together for a year.  Jeff was 38, three years younger than me.  Toni was much younger.  

They were dressed for an LA winter and even inside the terminal, near baggage claim 

where I met them, they were freezing and disheveled from the red eye flight through 

Pittsburgh.  Jeff and I shook hands, embraced, said little.  Toni said nothing, looking shy 

and worried for Jeff.  I liked her.  She seemed composed, solid, unlike Jeff who could be 

wildly erratic.  Gail, who was at the hospital waiting for us, was teamed with the nurses 

and doctors against us now, waiting for us to stop indulging ourselves so that they could 

get the deed done.  Gail immediately did not like Toni.  She didn’t say anything, but I 

could tell the way she looked passed her, or at her when she thought that no one was 

watching. 

We went straight from the airport, through the tunnel to the hospital and straight 

up to the room.  Jeff was not prepared.  He staggered. Toni caught him, and he leaned 

against the wall, couldn’t take his eyes off her, knew for the first time I think, that it was 

really happening. His mother was dying. 

“How long?” he asked me, his voice a whisper, barely audible. 

“Not long once they shut the respirator off.” 
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“Does dad know?” 

“He knows enough.  I’ll call him when it’s over.” 

“Where is he anyway?” 

“This time of year?  The house in Florida.  I haven’t talked with him in a few 

weeks though.” 

He looked back at his mother.  He was far more of a mama’s boy than I, though 

most people thought the opposite.  Most people thought that when Jeff left town he was 

abandoning our mother, that he was siding with our father, that he was blaming her for 

whatever might have gone wrong with his childhood.  Certainly our mother did nothing 

to dispel that.  She definitely felt abandoned by Jeff, though I’d have been shocked to 

hear her express such a thought.  She acted hurt.  But what people didn’t understand was 

that she wasn’t hurt, not that Jeff left.  She simply missed him.  He was her favorite.  He 

was probably her favorite person, period.  And what people didn’t understand about Jeff 

was that he had to get out and make his way in the world precisely because he was so 

devoted to his mother.  Watching out for her, in his subtle, standing by the door, style, 

was holding him back and stifling him.  And I don’t think he ever got over his guilt for 

moving away, for leaving home, for leaving her. 

“When do we shut it off?”  He asked.  He had been quiet for several minutes.  The 

heater buzzed and hissed as hot air was forced into the room, creating a smelly and 

stifling humidity.  There was no one in the extra bed in the room, which Toni sat on, and 

the room was ringed with medical equipment, mostly turned off, except for the respirator, 

and covered with fitted sheets of vinyl, like they’d put her in a supply room. 

“Whenever you’re ready,” I said. 
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“I’m ready,” he said. And he meant it. 

I left Jeff and Toni alone with our mother for the last time.  I didn’t kiss her or say 

goodbye.  I had done these things already.  So had Gail, who met me in the hall, irritated, 

“Well?” 

“Tell them we’re ready.” 

“OK,” she said, her eyes going soft.  She grabbed the two little fingers of my left 

hand and squeezed, our most tender gesture in weeks.   

The nurses came and went into the room, and Jeff and Toni came out.  They were 

both crying.  Jeff composed himself and walked up to Gail and gave her a quick embrace.  

He stepped back.  “This is Toni,” he said, moved and proud. 

Gail, my wife and companion for seven years and, as it turned out, virtual 

stranger, looked my brother Jeff straight in the eye and said, “She looks twelve, Jeff.” 

Jeff stiffened, met her gaze, stepped back from it.   

I said, “Jesus, Gail.” 

She turned to me, turned on me, said, “Go to hell,” and walked down the hallway, 

away from the room. 

Jeff turned, his arm around Toni, and walked passed me, passed the room, out of 

the ward and out of the hospital.  In the coming days he didn’t answer his phone and he 

didn’t show for the funeral.  My wife never forgave him for that.  I’m not sure I ever did 

either, but I also never forgave her for that comment, at that time and place, her grief be 

damned. 

I sat alone by her bedside while my mother died.  Is it ever supposed to be like 

that?  Almost alone after a life filled with others?  It took hours.  It was nearly dawn 
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when the nurse I’d been seeing all night, a woman about my age, Jamaican, heavier than 

me but who moved across the room with grace and purpose, with a calm urgency.  She 

tapped me lightly on the shoulder.  I had been watching her coming and going for hours, 

before Gail stormed out, before Jeff and Toni came and went.  She came into my 

mother’s room, to other rooms, to the oval station that the nurses used as home base.  

There were other nurses too, and various orderlies and maintenance people, and even an 

occasional doctor, but it was this one nurse who I mostly saw.  Her first name was 

Florence, I remember that, and the last time I saw her she walked straight down the hall 

to where I was slumped in a chair.  She paused for a second while I met her gaze, then 

took a deep breath and sat down next to me.  “Your mother is passing onwards now.”  

Her phrasing struck me as odd.  She stood and watched me and waited for a response.  

Your mother is passing onwards now.  The words got lodged somewhere in my ears.  

They’re still there.  What a strange and singular moment hearing that sentence. 

I had looked away when she said it, but then I returned my gaze to her eyes, 

which were kinder than I remembered from a moment earlier, more sympathetic than I 

expected, and I said, “Thank you.” 

I made my way to her bedside and I kissed my mother on her forehead, told her I 

loved her, told her I was proud to be her son.  She was of course asleep, and her breathing 

was deep and loud and very slow.  It was about two breaths per minute and each breath 

had a buildup, a heaving in her chest and throat, as if her lungs were a motor trying to 

start in the bitter cold.  Her inhale was then sharp and loud, very quick, and followed by 

an equally fast and audible exhale.  In between it was quiet.  Her heart rate was also 
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really low, maybe twenty, though I can’t remember, and the machine that monitored her 

vital signs was in alarm, though the nurse had shut off the tone. 

I stood by her bedside while this continued for a long time, or maybe no time at 

all.  I waited for each breath, hoping for it, but then dreading the discomfort it seemed to 

cause her.   

I wondered where Gail was, and I looked up to maybe ask the nurse to find her, 

but I was alone in the room.  I looked towards the door and saw Gail in the doorway, her 

short brown hair disheveled and tears streaming down her face.  She looked younger.  

Beautiful.  I motioned for her to come in, but she backed away, unwilling or unable to 

join me. 

I looked back at the strong woman who had brought me and Jeff into the world, 

cared for us alone for most of our lives, dedicated most of her life to us and had been 

rewarded with no grandchildren, been fated to die nearly alone.  She inhaled and then a 

thick, single tear rolled down her left cheek.  And then her heart rate was at zero, and I 

waited for an exhale, but none came.  She breathed no more.  I was horrified by the 

suddenness and finality of it, even though I knew it was coming.  I was horrified that 

there was no final exhale, only an inhale, like there was something missing, like an 

exhale was something we both needed to finally rest, but would never get. 

After a minute the nurse came in and I left the room.  I left the room and found 

Gail crying in the chapel.  I put my arm around her, led her outside, ushered her into the 

cold car and later drove her home. 

Within a month we were fighting.  About anything and everything.  About not 

making enough money and buying the wrong kind of milk.  The distance and silence of 
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the previous few months crashed around us, deafened us to each other’s pleas for peace.  

I got mean, pathetic, and stupid.  I couldn’t deal with my mother gone, my brother far 

away and not talking, my wife a stranger.  I blamed her, hated her, hated my mother, Jeff, 

myself.  I picked fight after fight until she finally left me.  My mother died on December 

13, 2012 and it took almost a year for my anger to pass, and then Gail moved out and I 

was angry again, and in all that time I hadn’t talked to her very much or very well.  We 

were not divorced, had not even filed for divorce.  We had both suggested marriage 

counselling, but never at the same time and so we never went.  I thought she pitied me, 

which was why I avoided her. 

And so she was gone. 

And then Jeff was gone too, stabbed in the heart by person or persons unknown.  

And then I was in the desert, trying to reclaim something more than his body.  

 

Toni was hitchhiking on the gravelly roadside, across from a truck stop, when I 

slid my truck down the exit ramp of a two-lane state freeway that straight-line connected 

one random point on the map to another.  It was midmorning and nearly 100 degrees.  

There was a steady warm wind, more than a breeze, which felt like a giant oven exhaust 

had been left on somewhere.  Flags flapped unfurled above the truck stop.  I pumped gas 

in the shade under a roof and marveled at the diorama-like feel of all that lay before me.  

There was the hot, alligator-cracked, sandy asphalt just beyond the shade of the gas 

pumps.  There was Toni across the road in the sun, sort of where her brother Danny said 

she would be.  And there was the desert, wide and flat and open just beyond her.  It was 

strange to think that I could step out of the now familiar cab of my rented truck and then, 
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if I wanted to, take a few more steps beyond the invisible border of the gas pumps and 

actually be part of that landscape.  It felt like I would be walking into a display at a 

natural history museum. 

So I didn’t.  I bought the gas and went inside the diner again and ordered lunch 

and watched her from the window.  After a while she sat on a large rock, her feet on the 

bag I’d seen before.  She was eating an apple, but her angular face stayed expressionless 

and hard.  Her thumb didn’t seem to care if a car stopped or not.   I watched her while I 

ate a tuna sandwich, even though I knew she might get a ride, even though I knew that a 

girl that pretty wouldn’t be sitting at the side of the road for long.  I was anxious again, 

paralyzed by all the strangeness again, and if she did get a ride I knew she would likely 

end up at her and Jeff’s apartment. 

The town was not very much larger than the exit ramp itself, so the odds of 

running into her somewhere there were not very long, but it was pretty surreal, like the 

desert itself.  When I’d gotten the call from Detective Carl that Jeff was dead, I had asked 

about her and was told, “She has a brother in Cottonwood.  I think she went there.”  Later 

when I got her brother’s address from Carl, I mapped my route on my phone, yet it all 

still seemed surreal, or maybe unreal.  Cottonwood was a small collection of lines on a 

map that resembled a hash tag.   

And there she was.   

And so I sat there, dumbstruck, watching her, remembering her, placing her here 

in her natural heat, and not as the fish out of water I’d met just once in the Boston winter.   

I watched her, remembering Jeff, as if she were a part of Jeff, which really she was to me.  

And I watched her, scared to approach her, like I’d be scared to approach a ghost.   
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Just a few days earlier, when I learned that Jeff was dead, my first thought that 

wasn’t about Jeff, or me, was of Toni and how that lost look in the Boston hospital might 

be translated to wherever she was right then.  I was numb all that day of course, I would 

be for many more, but I also had this unsettling feeling that someone was following me, 

like someone was just behind me.  I kept turning around and mistaking street signs and 

fire hydrants for people staring at me.  I couldn’t help but wonder if maybe it was Jeff 

who was following me, though I couldn’t really imagine why, and it didn’t really feel like 

him.  If Jeff were some kind of ghost, which would not be something I believed in, I 

pictured him wandering along Sunset Boulevard, near where he’d been killed, probably 

window shopping or people watching, or trying to find his way back home.   

 

A few weeks before I was called for jury duty.  I waited all morning while other 

jurors were called into courtrooms to meet their jury fates, while I just waited.  I was 

finally called just before noon and told to report to a different courthouse after lunch, way 

across town.  I was offered driving directions or bus fare, and decided to take the bus, 

Boston traffic being what it was.  The journey was long and circuitous, involving 

transfers and intermittent waiting.  And as I meandered slowly across town I became 

aware of the worn out patience of the other daytime bus riders.  No one was in a hurry 

because there was no way to be in a hurry.  There were headphones and books and 

resignation on the mid-day busses.  There was an existential limbo that’s similar to what 

my impression of the suddenly dead, including Jeff, must encounter after dying, if there’s 

any encountering at all.  And so on the day that I found out that Jeff had suddenly died I 

thought about the mid-day bus riders, and it didn’t feel like Jeff was following me, just 
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that someone was.  And it felt like that someone was trying to get my attention, like they 

had a message for me, though I never got any message.  It was the same feeling that hit 

me when I saw Toni hitchhiking; only it felt like the message was about to be delivered.  

And I was scared. 

I left half of a sandwich and climbed back into my truck and drove, slowly, across 

and out of the parking lot and over to where she sat.  I leaned over and rolled down the 

passenger side window.  She looked up but remained otherwise still.  I watched her face 

carefully for a sign that she knew me, that she remembered me.  I got nothing, nothing I 

could use, nothing but hardness.  She appeared to have more pride than judgment, more 

mission than statement, or maybe it was desperation I glimpsed in her stare.  She was 

after all a woman in the middle of absolutely nowhere, hitchhiking, heading for God 

knew where, her boyfriend dead.   

When I said, “Toni, where are you going?” 

She looked me in the eye, maybe recognizing me, maybe not.  She said, “Spain.” 

 


